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Tower Insurance is a New Zealand 
Insurance company passionate about 
helping New Zealander’s protect the 
things they value through simple and 
easy insurance and was recently awarded 
General Insurer of the Year at the New 
Zealand 2022 Insurance Business 
Awards. Architect Stack Interiors and 
Builder Cape and Stack were appointed 
to bring the new office to life with the 
use of Lotus products helping to achieve 
the vision. The design brief was focused 
on the company’s progressive and 
innovative culture and approach to 
market, with a goal to create a modern 
and considered space. 
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THE SPACE

Previously, with departments across multiple floors 
the new office was designed to bring the organisation 
together in a single level, with a view to build team 
collaboration and remove silos. The design includes 
open plan agile workspaces and several enclosed 
meeting rooms. Other considerations were to 
centralise staff social spaces, a front of house visitor 
lounge, freestanding meeting rooms and pods to cater 
for varying ways of working, and to create warm light 
filled spaces for employees and visitors alike.

THE SOLUTION

The stylish workplace solution for Tower Insurance 
incorporated Lotus’ 100 Series Opera acoustic glazed 
operable walls in a remote stacking configuration. 
By including glass panelling within their design, the 
space maximises views to the outside from almost 
every vantage point within the office, creating a sense 
of space and illumination throughout the office floor. 
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From a functional standpoint 
Lotus Opera glazed panels bring 
quick and easy flexibility to the 
space, by opening and stacking 
away to create one large space, or 
closing the panels to allow for a 
range of smaller meeting spaces. 

This adaptable solution works 
synergistically with the other design and 
interior elements to create a dynamic and 
on brand environment for Tower Insurance 
employees and customers.


